Exposure rates of the Dorval Asset Management Range – 18th September 2020
Dear Clients and Partners,
Despite the sharp upsurge in Covid-19 cases in Europe along with severe volatility on the
Nasdaq, the world economic recovery is supporting sound showings on the equity markets.
In the current environment and after two challenging years, portfolio diversification strategies
finally seem to be starting to pay off.
Covid-19 cases continue to soar in Europe, but investors are less and less concerned about
the situation, which we feel is rational. Results of phase III vaccine trials are set to be
published by the end of the year, the virus is now becoming much less active in the United
States and Asia, and economic disruption from the pandemic is dwindling significantly.
Additionally, forecasting institutes – such as the OECD – are upgrading their growth
projections: China should even post positive growth this year despite the coronavirus crisis,
pushing up the yuan (cf. chart 1) and providing good news for the world economy.

Despite China-US tension, the recovery in China is pushing up the Yuan
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However, stimulus policies will need to continue if the world economy is to keep on catching
up at a reasonable pace, and this is one of the key challenges of the moment in the United
States. The Trump administration got the ball rolling again over the past few days, putting
forward a $1.5 trillion program, which is not so far from the $2.2 trillion the Democrats are
seeking. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin is spearheading the offensive against
traditional Republicans, stating that now is not the time to worry about shrinking the deficit.

The deal is not done and dusted yet, but an agreement by the end of the month would help
shore up confidence in the recovery, which would be very welcome news after somewhat
disappointing retail sales figures in August compared to expectations (+0.6% vs. +1%
expected, and downward revisions for July). We also note that the Fed’s highly
accommodative policy is having a substantial impact on real estate and residential
construction, as revealed by record figures on the NAHB housing market index, putting in an
all-time high of 83 in September.
Meanwhile on the financial markets, stocks on the Nasdaq have become the chief source of
volatility. The summer’s bubble on this market – driven by the enthusiasm of several retail
investors in the United States and elsewhere – sowed the seeds of doubt and it is impossible
to say whether these misgivings will trigger a further sell-off or whether a fresh round of
buying will keep the euphoria going. Investors are still obviously very keen on these new
economy heavyweights, as their growth remains well above the rest of the market. However
the predictable end to the coronavirus epidemic makes them slightly less attractive in relative
terms. After almost three years when stock-market performances focused clearly on around
ten stocks (GAFAM, Tesla, Netflix, and Nvidia now account for 15% of the MSCI World), the
MSCI World recently lost some ground to its equally weighted equivalent (cf. chart 2).
Confirmation of the world economic recovery and the emergence of a vaccine could bolster
this trend.

Stock-market performances very focused since 2018,
but things may be changing
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We have been building our international portfolios on this scenario, with a continued highly
diversified management process, but a focus on sectors that are most exposed to the world
economic cycle. In Europe, where the GAFAM issue is not relevant, we can also witness a
return to diversification with an outperformance for small-caps vs. large-caps since the start
of July (cf. chart 3). This trend could continue on the back of the economic recovery currently
under way.

Small-caps in Europe pick up again

Our exposure rates are as follows:
• Dorval Convictions: Our exposure rate is 76%.
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Legal notices

This promotional document is intended for business clients within the meaning of the MiFID. It
cannot be used for a purpose other than that for which it has been designed and cannot be
reproduced, circulated or communicated to third parties in whole or in part without the prior and
written authorization of Dorval Asset Management. No information contained in this document can

be interpreted as having any contractual value whatsoever. This document is produced purely for
information purposes. It constitutes a presentation designed and produced by Dorval Asset
Management from sources that it deems reliable. Dorval Asset Management reserves the right to
amend the information presented in this document at any time and without notice and particularly
regarding the description of the management processes that in any case do not form a commitment
on the part of Dorval Asset Management. Dorval Asset Management cannot be held responsible for
any decision made or not made based on information contained in this document or use that could
be made of it by a third party. The mutual fund is authorized to be marketed in France and possibly in
other countries where the law authorizes it. Prior to any investment, it should be verified whether
the investor is legally authorized to subscribe to units in a mutual fund. The characteristics, fees, risk
and yield profile relating to investment in a mutual fund are set out in the Key Investor Information
Document (KIID) of the latter. The KIID and the periodic documents are available free of charge on
request, from Dorval Asset Management. You must read the KIID, which must be sent to you prior to
subscription. The definition of the risk indicators stated in this document feature on the website:
www.dorval-am.com

